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put brand new spark plugs on it, as well as an air filter, and a fresh oil change. I got this mower
back in the winter, and this was my first real use of it. The man I got it from said it ran great, and
it ran fine when I test drove it upon seeing it. I fueled it up this afternoon, and added about an
ounce or two of Seafoam to the 2 gallons of gas I put in which is what the directions said to do ,
and wonder if it could be causing some of the problem. First, it misses noticeably. The spark
plug on the left-hand side is very oily and carbon coated, and the spark plug on the right-side
cylinder is just fine. Secondly, it will run just fine with the blades engaged for about 2 minutes,
and then it loses all it's power, the engine RPM's drop way down, and the speed of the mower
drops way down, and it sputters like it's going to die. All this once it's fully warmed up. I am not
mowing anything but very short spring growth, and it does it even when not mowing grass.
Once I disengage the blades it recovers to the point that it regains the lost RPM's, and drives
normally again. Thirdly, and most alarming, there is oil spraying out of the exhaust manifold
gasket on the left cylinder head, and burning up. This is the same cylinder that has the oil and
carbon-coated spark plug. I am losing a large amount of oil this way in a very short amount of
time. So, what do you guys have to offer as a repair solution? This is my only mower, and the
grass is really starting to grow. Do I need to replace the entire head on that one cylinder? How
is the oil getting into the exhaust? Is the Seafoam in the gas causing the loosing of power when
mowing? Just needing some good advice, and sorry for the long post. Thanks in advance. ANY
advice at all would be greatly appreciated. I need to do something about this in the next week as
I have grass that will get overgrown otherwise. Chilehead LawnSite Silver Member. Location
Stockbridge, GA. I had the same problem with power winding down 2 years ago on my Kawi
with the blades engaged. I do NOT use additives to the fuel except for stabilizer in the winter.
You might want to check fuel filter, sounds like when engine is under load it is starving for fuel.
Is the carb clean? Did you put any stabil through the winter? Thanks for the info guys! Keep it
coming. I shut off the fuel valve, and ran the carburetor empty for the winter. I did have Sta-bil in
the gas when I ran it dry. I will get a fuel filter for it, but I am thinking that it needs a head rebuilt
on the 2 cylinder because there is flowing oil coming right out of the exhaust. Location
cleveland,ohio. I have a fhv that was doing the same thing and the fuel pump had a hairline
crack that air was getting into. It seemed to do it when it heated up because the heat from the
engine made the fine crack open up just enough. It seemed like a vapor lock problem,,i couldnt
figure it out until i told local mower repair shop. They said right off the bat,,"fuel pump",,i
thought they were wrong because i thought i would see fuel leaking out. Location Texas.
RobLawn LawnSite Member. Hi Everyone I have a 17hp FHv that seems to be having a similar
problem as genesis I replaced it, and the issue remained. One thing I did notice is that the left
plug was fouled recently replaced, remember! I haven't seen the oil spray that genesis has seen,
but maybe I haven't looked close enough yet. I do have the manual for this engine, but I still feel
like I'm in the dark on this issue. Any suggestions for my next move? As a lurker, I certainly
appreciate all the wisdom I've gleaned from these boards, and I'm hoping to learn enough that I
can give back a bit to the community! You must log in or register to reply here. Forums New
posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Members Current
visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. How has the weather been in your neck
of the woods? Please Click here to take our Winter Weather Survey, we would appreciate it.
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on the 2 cylinder because there is flowing oil coming right out of the exhaust. Location
cleveland,ohio. I have a fhv that was doing the same thing and the fuel pump had a hairline
crack that air was getting into. It seemed to do it when it heated up because the heat from the
engine made the fine crack open up just enough. It seemed like a vapor lock problem,,i couldnt
figure it out until i told local mower repair shop. They said right off the bat,,"fuel pump",,i
thought they were wrong because i thought i would see fuel leaking out. Location Texas.
RobLawn LawnSite Member. Hi Everyone I have a 17hp FHv that seems to be having a similar
problem as genesis I replaced it, and the issue remained. One thing I did notice is that the left
plug was fouled recently replaced, remember! I haven't seen the oil spray that genesis has seen,
but maybe I haven't looked close enough yet. I do have the manual for this engine, but I still feel
like I'm in the dark on this issue. Any suggestions for my next move? As a lurker, I certainly
appreciate all the wisdom I've gleaned from these boards, and I'm hoping to learn enough that I
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proceeding. Kawasaki 17 hp losing power. Thread starter JoeinJasper Start date Sep 16,
JoeinJasper LawnSite Member. Location Jasper, Ga. My 17 hp v twin kawasaki is losing power
for no apparent reason. It will be running fine, then 'pull down' as if it is under an extra load,
then may or may not power back up on its own. My mechanic checked the compression psi and
said that its fine. The engine ran fine for him but he thought that it might be a dried out
diaphram in the fuel pump. Does this sound possible? Can you oil a diaphram to recondition it
untill I can replace the pump next week? Any other thoughts? Thanks, Joe. Restrorob LawnSite
Fanatic. Location Show'n my truck off! I don't see how a diaphragm can dry out with fuel going
through it all the time, But they do get hard from being heated and cooled from engine temps. I
don't believe oiling would help, Have you tried to put the choke on when it starts to die down?
This would tell you if it is fuel related. You could have a blade spindle or idler pulley heating up
and trying to lock down. That may be why it didn't act up for your mechanic I'm sure he didn't
go out and mow a acre with it, I have seen this many times so it's just something else to check
into. Thanks Restrorob, When it powers down, I have turned the blades by hand and they seem
to turn as before - but I will check into that this week end Location cleveland,ohio. An update on
the problem Another mechanic suggested that it was an electrical problem- a coil maynot be
working this engine has one for each cylinder. I pluged a tester into the spark plug wire to see
how well it fired. I found that one of the two had no fire at all. I replaced the dead coil and was
back to full power. Infinite LawnSite Member. I have an Exmark with a 15 hp Kawi on it and it
sounds to me like its doing the same thing as yours. It will sputter out and sometimes pick back
up and sometimes not pick back up. It's very frustrating, I have changed all of the filters and
plugs, blew out the lines, cleaned out the carb and still no good. I have had nothing but bad luck
from the start with this Exmark and it doesn't help that my dealer went to prison for embezzling
money and the next closest dealer is 45 miles out. The other day I loaded it up and took it to the
dealer 45 miles out, when I loaded the mower onto the trailer it was acting up big time. I got to
the dealer and he ran it for ten minutes and acted fine. He sent me home saying they can't work
on it without it acting up because they wouldn't know where to start. I don't know what to do
because its back to its old games. I had the same problem, it wouldn't act up for the mechanic. I
finally found a more experienced mechanic who had seen it before. Start the engine and engage

the blades, then observe the brightness of the light. Keep watching to see if the glow lessens as
the engine warms up, if it does you've found your bad coil, if not then check the other plug. As it
turned out the first plug was fine and the second was completely dead. Once you find the
problem it is simple to replace the coil. Location Willowick, Ohio. I'm having the same exact
problem. It'll run fine for a while, but once I have the blades on, and am moving around and
turning for a while Mower under load It bogs down and almost stalls. Then I can Choke it and
get it going for a while, but then it starts to do a Surging, throttling up and down. I can see all of
the parts of the Carb moving and working fine. Then it works fine for about 5 min Then same
problem, surging and stalling. Now, I'm all out of ideas. I don't think that the "Charging Coil"
under flywheel is bad. ANY suggestions would be greatly appreciated. I'd just like to exhaust all
possible ideas before taking it in to be fixed. Dismantal the carb. Hello, I'd like to thank you for
your fast reply. I thought that it might be the Carb, but wasn't quite sure. I have done everything
else that I could think of and it still runs bad I appreciate the help, but I think i'm gonna have to
take it into the dealer. I'm really good at fixing things, but I don't trust myself to Dismantle the
Carb and actually get it put back together correctly. There are so many minor adjustments to be
made, and I don't have the personal knowledge about Carbs to make sure that I don't end
ruining the machine in the long run. Especially when I'M willing to do the labor myself. I just
don't think I trust myself to tackle the Carb, it seems really detailed and Involved. Thanks again
Rob, I really appreciate your help. You must log in or register to reply here. A Kawasaki
lawnmower engine that backfires on start-up has a problem with fuel delivery through the idle
jet. Too much fuel is delivered, resulting in unburned fuel in the exhaust. Fuel burning in the
exhaust causes the backfire. If the engine runs too rich throughout the mowing process, the
evidence will show on the spark plugs. A carburetor controls the fuel and air mixture that fuels
the engine. Tiny nozzles, called jets, control the amount of fuel delivered to mix with air. The
smaller the jet holes are, the less fuel the mixture contains. The holes may be narrowed by gunk
or enlarged from wear. Popping or backfiring sounds indicate that the fuel-to-air ratio is wrong.
Following the engine's thick, black wires will lead you to the spark plugs. Remove the spark
plugs with a spark plug puller. Checking the color of a spark plug helps diagnose the problem
with the fuel-to-air ratio. If a spark plug tip is white, then the engine runs lean. If the spark plug
is black, the engine runs too rich. Clean the spark plugs, and reinstall them in the engine. The
process of accessing the carburetor begins with shutting off the petcock to cut the gasoline
flow to the carburetor. Unscrew the drain plug, and drain the carburetor into a catch pan.
Remove the carburetor by following instructions in your mower's manual. As you remove the
hoses, notice where they go to make their reinstallation easier. Taking a photograph at each
step provides you with simple referral to the arrangement of items later. Remove the screws
holding the float bowl in place. Remove the float bowl and the gasket to allow access to the jets.
The main jet is in the center of the carburetor, and the idle jet is next to it. If the engine backfires
on starting, then replacing the idle jet is necessary. If the engine backfires on acceleration, plan
to replace the main jet. An inexpensive carburetor-rebuild kit provides everything you'll need.
Unscrew the jet you want to replace, and install a new jet from the rebuild kit. Comparing the
number on the side of the jet will help you find the right size of jet. If the engine runs too lean,
use a jet with a larger number than the current jet. If the engine is too rich, use a jet with a
smaller number. While the carburetor is open is a good time to check for gas leaks as well as
brittle or cracked hoses. Replace everything that looks worn. Use the photographs you took to
put the carburetor back together, and install it on the mower. Starting the engine and testing it
determines whether or not you cured the problem. Diane Watkins has been writing since , with
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